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Abstract

Background—A large body of evidence demonstrates dose-response relationships of cumulative 

coal mine dust exposure with lung function impairment and with small opacity profusion. 

However, medical literature generally holds that simple coal workers’ pneumoconiosis (CWP) is 

not associated with lung function impairment. This study examines the relationship between small 

opacity profusion and lung function in U.S. underground coal miners with simple CWP.

Methods—Miners were examined during 2005–2013 as part of the Enhanced Coal Workers’ 

Health Surveillance Program. Work histories were obtained, and chest radiographs and spirometry 

were administered. For those with multiple Program encounters, the most recent visit was used. 

Lung parenchymal abnormalities consistent with CWP were classified according to International 

Labour Organization guidelines, and reference values for FEV1 and FVC were calculated using 

reference equations derived from the 3rd National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. 

Differences in lung function were evaluated by opacity profusion, and regression models were fit 

to characterize associations between profusion and lung function.

Results—A total of 8,230 miners were eligible for analysis; 269 had category 1 or 2 simple 

CWP. Decrements in FEV1 percent predicted were nearly consistent across profusion 

subcategories. Clear decrements in FVC percent predicted and FEV1/FVC were also observed, 

although these were less consistent. Controlling for smoking status, BMI, and mining tenure, each 
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one-unit subcategory increase in profusion was associated with decreases of 1.5% (95% CI 1.0% 

to 1.9%), 1.0% (95% CI 0.6% to 1.3%), and 0.6% (95% CI 0.4% to 0.8%) in FEV1 percent 

predicted, FVC percent predicted, and FEV1/FVC, respectively.

Conclusions—We observed progressively lower lung function across the range of small opacity 

profusion. These findings address a longstanding question in occupational medicine, and point to 

the importance of medical surveillance and respiratory disease prevention in this workforce.

Introduction

In 1969, the U.S. Congress passed the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act (Coal Act) 

“to prevent death and serious physical harm, and in order to prevent occupational disease” 

caused by work in the Nation’s coal mines.1 Since 1972, the permissible exposure limit 

(PEL) for respirable coal mine dust has been 2 mg/m3. This enforceable standard was 

adopted to protect underground coal miners from disability and premature mortality that 

accompanies severe coal workers’ pneumoconiosis (CWP).2,3 In the decades following 

enactment of the PEL there was a clear and substantial decline in the prevalence of CWP 

among active miners as reported by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and 

Health (NIOSH) Coal Workers’ Health Surveillance Program (CWHSP), but a resurgence of 

the disease has been observed, most notably in the central Appalachian region.4–8

During Congressional hearings before passage of the Coal Act, scientists and lawmakers 

acknowledged that implementation of the 2 mg/m3 PEL, which had been derived from 

British research, would not completely prevent the occurrence of new cases of CWP;9 

simple CWP [International Labour Organization (ILO) small opacity profusion ≥1/0 in the 

absence of large opacities on chest radiograph] would continue to occur among long-tenured 

miners, although at a lower prevalence.10 At the time most available evidence suggested 

that, as long as miners worked under dust conditions consistent with the 2 mg/m3 PEL, there 

would be many fewer newly incident simple CWP cases, simple CWP cases would not be 

expected to advance to progressive massive fibrosis (PMF), and miners would no longer 

become disabled or suffer premature mortality as a result of the disease.3,10 Officials 

focused regulatory and public health efforts on preventing PMF among coal miners, based 

on the widespread belief that, in contrast with PMF, simple CWP was not associated with 

clinically significant lung function impairment. Research from the United Kingdom’s 

Medical Research Council Pneumoconiosis Research Unit during the 1950s and 1960s 

generally reported no association between increasing profusion of small opacities and worse 

lung function among those with simple CWP,11–13 as did later studies of U.S. coal 

miners.14–17 Medical textbooks have tended to perpetuate the early view,18–21 despite much 

of that early work having been called into question,22,23 and a number of international 

studies of coal miners in Britain,24,25 China, 26 South Africa,27 and Turkey28 reporting lung 

function impairment among coal miners with simple CWP.

A large body of evidence demonstrates dose-response relationships of cumulative coal mine 

dust exposure with lung function impairment and also with small opacity profusion.29–37 

However, the association between profusion of small opacities in simple CWP and lung 

function has not been thoroughly investigated in U.S. coal miners. Recently, a study using 
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data from the NIOSH Enhanced Coal Worker’s Health Surveillance Program (ECWHSP) 

identified similar geographic distributions of spirometric abnormalities (findings below 

lower limits of normal using U.S. population prediction equations) and radiographic CWP, 

in addition to associations between small opacity profusion category and certain lung 

function measures.38 We have expanded this work, using four additional years of data, by 

examining the relationship of radiographic profusion of opacities by subcategory with lung 

function in active and former underground coal miners with simple CWP.

Methods

In the ECWHSP, NIOSH staff visit mine sites or nearby communities to provide 

examinations at no cost to coal miners. The emphasis of the ECWHSP has been active coal 

miners, but former miners are welcome to participate. As a surveillance program, the 

ECWHSP has been granted a non-research designation by the NIOSH Institutional Review 

Board (11-DRDS-NR03). Trained technicians obtain written informed consent from 

participating miners, collect work histories, take posterior-anterior chest radiographs, and 

administer spirometry.39 Each chest radiograph is independently classified by a minimum of 

two physicians, at least one of whom is certified by NIOSH as a B Reader.40 All radiographs 

first classified by an A or B Reader are then submitted by NIOSH to a B Reader. If there is 

agreement between the two classifications, the result is final. If not, NIOSH requests a third 

classification from a panel of B Readers. If there is not agreement among the three 

classifications, two additional independent B Reader classifications are obtained, and the 

final determination is the median profusion category of the five classifications. Lung 

parenchymal abnormalities consistent with CWP are classified according to ILO 

guidelines.41 A final determination of small opacity profusion subcategory 1/0 or greater 

(range: 0/− to– 3/+) or large opacity category A, B, or C is considered evidence of CWP.42 

Lung function testing is conducted using a SensorMedics dry-rolling seal volume spirometer 

integrated with Occupational Marketing Inc (Houston, TX) spirometry software. Spirometry 

calibration, performance, and results are interpreted according to American Thoracic Society 

and European Respiratory Society guidelines.43,44 Reference values and lower limits of 

normal for forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC), and 

FEV1/FVC are calculated using gender and race-specific reference equations derived from 

the 3rd National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.45 Measured height (without 

shoes), measured weight, age, underground mining tenure, and smoking status (current, 

former, never) are recorded for each participant.

We evaluated differences in miner characteristics and lung function values (percent 

predicted FEV1, percent predicted FVC, and FEV1/FVC) across the range of profusion 

subcategories for small opacities. We used SAS® software version 9.3 (Cary, North 

Carolina) to fit linear regression models, with lung function values as continuous outcomes 

and profusion subcategory as an ordinal predictor, while controlling for smoking status 

(ever/never), body mass index (continuous BMI), and underground mining tenure (used as a 

surrogate for dust exposure, in years). Because we were interested in the association 

between profusion and lung function among those with simple CWP, participants with PMF 

were excluded from descriptive statistics and regression models; we report lung function 

values for PMF cases separately.
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Results

At the time of analysis, records for 10,017 ECWHSP examinations of active and former 

underground coal miners were available for the time period September 2005 through 

December 2013. Of these, we excluded participants who did not perform spirometry (n = 

1,361) and those with fewer than two acceptable and repeatable spirometry curves (n = 278). 

A total of 68 miners with PMF and acceptable spirometry were excluded from analysis. 

Fewer than ten miners had category 3 simple CWP; these participants were also excluded 

(rationale below). Among those with multiple ECWHSP visits during the study period, we 

restricted analysis to the most recent encounter, leaving 8,230 miners (7,864 active and 366 

former) eligible for analysis.

The mean age was 46.8 years (range: 18 to 84) and 95.6% were white; males comprised 

98.4% of the population. Mean underground coal mining tenure was 19 years (range: 0 to 51 

years), mean BMI was 30.2 kg/m2, and 50.7% of participants reported ever smoking. 

Demographic differences by profusion subcategory are presented in e-Table 1.

Of the miners included in analysis, 269 (3.3%) had a determination of category 1 or 2 simple 

CWP; 210 had category 1 CWP (59 with 1/0, 95 with 1/1, and 56 with 1/2) and 59 had 

category 2 CWP (17 with 2/1, 23 with 2/2, and 19 with 2/3). The remaining 7,961 miners 

had either 0/0 or 0/1 determinations. Because fewer than ten miners had category 3 disease, 

these cases were excluded from analysis due to potential for instability in subcategory mean 

values and because a majority had evidence suggesting coalescence of small opacities (i.e., a 

radiographic appearance just short of PMF). Thus, our unadjusted subcategory and linear 

regression analyses were limited to miners with evidence of simple CWP and profusion 

scores within the range 0/0 through 2/3.

Figure 1 presents unadjusted mean percent predicted values for FEV1 (FEV1%) and FVC 

(FVC%), and mean percentages for FEV1/FVC, stratified by profusion subcategory. 

Omnibus F-tests for differences in means were statistically significant (p < 0.001) for each 

lung function measure. Differences in means as determined by the Waller-Duncan t-test are 

noted in e-Table 2; the k-ratio was set to 100 to approximate α = 0.05. Decrements in mean 

FEV1% were nearly consistent across profusion subcategories; mean FEV1% was 96.3% 

among miners with 0/0 profusion compared to 82.4% among those with 2/3 profusion. 

Additionally, there were statistically significant differences in mean FEV1% within the 

range of simple CWP (e.g., the 2/2 and 2/3 profusion subgroups had significantly lower 

mean FEV1% than the 1/0 profusion subgroup). Decrements in mean FVC% were less 

consistent, but were still evident. Miners with 0/0 profusion had a mean FVC% of 98.9% 

compared to 92.2% among those with 2/3 profusion. Within the range of simple CWP, the 

2/1 profusion subgroup had significantly lower mean FVC% than the 1/0 and 1/1 subgroups. 

We observed a mean FEV1/FVC of 76.6% among miners with 0/0 profusion, compared to 

69.1% among those with 2/3 profusion. The 2/3 profusion subgroup had significantly lower 

mean FEV1/FVC than the 1/0 subgroup, suggesting an association between higher 

radiographic profusion of simple CWP and obstructive impairment. Among participants 

with category 3 simple CWP, mean FEV1% was 85.6%, mean FVC% was 91.7%, and mean 
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FEV1/FVC was 72.6%. Among the 68 with PMF, mean FEV1% was 80.3%, mean FVC% 

was 90.9%, and mean FEV1/FVC was 68.6%.

Table 1 summarizes the results of linear regression models of the relationship between small 

opacity profusion and the three lung function measures. Controlling for smoking status, 

BMI, and underground mining tenure (natural log transformed to approximate normal 

distribution), each one unit subcategory increase in profusion was associated with a decrease 

of 1.5% (95% CI 1.0% to 1.9%) in FEV1%. Adjusting for the same covariates, each unit 

increase in profusion was associated with decreases of 1.0% (95% CI 0.6% to 1.3%) and a 

0.6% (95% CI 0.4% to 0.8%) in FVC% and FEV1/FVC, respectively. In the FEV1% and 

FVC% models, history of smoking, higher BMI, and longer underground mining tenures 

were each associated with lower mean lung function values. In the FEV1/FVC model, 

smoking and longer tenure were risk factors, while higher BMI appeared to be mildly 

protective.

Discussion

Simple CWP is not an inconsequential condition—we observed progressively lower lung 

function across the range of increasing small opacity profusion for each of the three 

spirometry measures. The effect was most apparent for FEV1%, the most important resting 

spirometric measure of lung function, and less consistent for FVC% and FEV1/FVC. In 

multiple regression models, this association between higher radiographic profusion and 

increasing impairment of lung function remained after controlling for smoking status, BMI, 

and underground mining tenure. Past studies have demonstrated an association between 

cumulative coal mine dust exposure and lung function impairment,29,31–33,35,37 as well as 

dust exposure and radiographic category of CWP.30,34,36 The current findings differ from 

the widely held historical literature and modern medical text dictums that there is no 

relationship between radiographic profusion and lung function in those with simple 

CWP.11–21 International studies have reported similar results,24–28 but these findings build 

on the work of Wang and colleagues38 by classifying small opacity profusion using ILO 

subcategories and by focusing on a modern sample of U.S. coal miners.

It is biologically plausible that increasing scarring of the lungs could be associated with 

progressive impairment of lung function, even if this may be difficult to demonstrate using 

categorical lower limits of normal as the criterion for defining outcomes. Meaningful 

physiologic changes may be associated with increasing small opacity profusion even if 

spirometric measures marking those changes in an affected individual don’t fall below lower 

limits of normal. For example, a miner could lose one-third of lung function, declining from 

high normal (e.g., 120% of predicted)—common in healthy industrial workers46,47—to low 

normal (e.g., 80% of predicted), but still have ‘normal’ lung function.

Exposure to coal mine dust causes lung function impairment through a variety of 

pathologies, including interstitial fibrosis, chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and small airways 

disease,48 but only the former is consistently evident as opacities on chest radiographs. In 

the current study the association between radiographic profusion and lung function remained 

after controlling for underground mining tenure, perhaps indicating that miners who are 
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more susceptible to the scarring effects of coal mine dust may also be more susceptible to 

dust-induced lung function impairment. We noted lower FVC% and FEV1/FVC associated 

with higher profusion of small parenchymal opacities. It may be that increased scarring is 

associated not only with reductions in vital capacity, a restrictive pattern that would be 

expected, but also with obstructive deficits, perhaps through scar emphysema or small 

airways disease.48–50 Higher BMI appeared to be mildly but significantly protective in the 

FEV1/FVC model. This would be expected because higher BMI would lower an individual’s 

FVC and therefore increase the ratio value, assuming FEV1 remains static.

This study may be subject to healthy worker selection bias because about 95% of 

participants were actively working in coal mines and we had limited representation from 

former coal miners. If this effect were present it would likely lead to an underestimate of the 

degree of impairment because sicker individuals would be more likely to have left active 

mining, and sick individuals who were diagnosed and/or compensated previously would be 

less likely to participate in ongoing surveillance. There could be participation bias because 

ECWHSP participation is voluntary, but this would not be expected to affect the relationship 

between chest radiograph profusion and respiratory physiology. Additionally, it is quite 

possible that individuals in the early stages of disease are unaware they have CWP, because 

outward symptoms may be subtle or absent. A recent study found the concern of 

participation bias in this particular population to be largely unfounded.51 Of the groups 

included in analysis, the 2/1 subcategory had the smallest sample size within the simple 

CWP profusion range, and was the closest to what one could consider an outlier in the FVC

% and FEV1/FVC trend lines in Figure 1. If a few participants had FVC measures markedly 

lower than the rest of those with the same profusion determination, the effect would be to 

depress the mean FVC% and inflate the mean ratio value. The low number of participants 

with category 3 determinations kept us from reliably assessing lung function differences 

across the entire range of simple CWP. Recent regulatory developments, summarized below, 

will likely increase the number of miners from which NIOSH obtains chest radiographs and 

spirometry, which could help address limitations related to small sample size in future 

analyses. Although the ECWHSP collects information on smoking status, it doesn’t include 

pack-year data. Individuals with more cumulative smoking would be more likely to have 

lower lung function, and the binary covariate used in this study doesn’t fully capture 

differences in smoking exposure among this group. We did not have coal mine dust 

exposure information and were limited to the use of self-reported tenure data. This 

precluded a more direct assessment of lung function impairment related to radiographic 

abnormality after adjusting for the separate effect of dust exposure.

In 1995, based on a comprehensive review of the literature examining adverse health effects 

of coal mine dust exposure, NIOSH recommended reducing the PEL for respirable coal 

mine dust from 2 to 1 mg/m3.52 The literature was reviewed again in 2011 and the 

recommendation was reaffirmed.3 This became part of the scientific basis for a final Mine 

Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) rule designed to reduce miners’ exposure to 

respirable coal mine dust, which was issued on May 1st, 2014.53 Components of the MSHA 

rule are being phased in between August 1st, 2014 and August 1st, 2016. The rule lowers the 

PEL to 1.5 mg/m3 (effective August 2016). It also institutes dust sampling changes to more 

accurately assess exposures and requires use of continuous personal dust monitors for high-
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risk positions. In accordance with the MSHA rule, NIOSH issued an interim final rule on 

August 1st, 2014 expanding all CWHSP medical surveillance beyond occupational history 

and chest radiography to include respiratory symptom assessment and spirometry screening 

for the early stages of lung function impairment among coal miners, and to expand the target 

population beyond those employed by underground coal mines to include those employed 

by surface coal mines and mining contractors.54

The results of our analysis point to progressive lung function impairment across the range of 

radiographic profusion of simple CWP, addressing a longstanding question in the field of 

occupational respiratory disease. Taken in concert with recent studies reporting a resurgence 

of CWP in U.S. coal miners,8,55–58 they highlight the importance of primary prevention and 

medical surveillance in this workforce. The CWHSP has a history spanning nearly half a 

century, and is the only nationwide surveillance system monitoring respiratory disease for 

the workforce of an entire industry. Until recently, only the ECWHSP—which has 

accounted for approximately one-third of the radiographs in the CWHSP—included 

spirometry. The new changes in the CWHSP will not only enhance our capacity to track the 

occurrence of radiographically evident pneumoconiosis throughout the coal mining industry, 

but will also enable us to better understand the factors which contribute to lung function 

impairment in coal miners.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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BMI Body mass index

CWHSP Coal Workers’ Health Surveillance Program

CWP Coal workers’ pneumoconiosis

ECWHSP Enhanced Coal Worker’s Health Surveillance Program

FEV1 Forced expiratory volume in one second
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FVC Forced vital capacity

ILO International Labour Organization

MSHA Mine Safety and Health Administration

NIOSH National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

FEV1% Percent predicted FEV1

FVC% Percent predicted FVC

PEL Permissible exposure limit

PMF Progressive massive fibrosis
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Figure 1. 
Mean spirometric lung function values among underground coal miners participating in the 

Enhanced Coal Workers’ Health Surveillance Program, by small opacity profusion category, 

2005–2013, n = 8,230
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Table 1

Results of multiple linear regression analysis of associations between spirometric lung function values and 

radiographic profusion among underground coal miners participating in the Enhanced Coal Workers’ Health 

Surveillance Program, 2005–2013, n = 8,230

Beta Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI

% Predicted FEV1

 Profusion (0/0 to 2/3)a −1.46 −1.88 −1.04

 Smoking status (never/ever) −4.09 −4.71 −3.47

 Body mass index (cont.) −0.31 −0.37 −0.25

 Underground tenure (years) −1.02 −1.30 −0.73

% Predicted FVC

 Profusion −0.97 −1.34 −0.60

 Smoking status −0.59 −1.13 −0.04

 Body mass index −0.49 −0.54 −0.44

 Underground tenure −0.67 −0.92 −0.42

FEV1/FVC

 Profusion −0.59 −0.80 −0.37

 Smoking status −3.15 −3.46 −2.83

 Body mass index 0.10 0.07 0.14

 Underground tenure −1.46 −1.61 −1.32

CI, Confidence interval; FEV1, Forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, Forced vital capacity; cont., continuous variable

a
Profusion of small pneumoconiotic opacities, per International Labor Office (ILO) guidelines
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